"What is an "evolutionary" and why should we care?"

An *evolutionary* is a broad category for a new type of thinker and way of thinking about the world. An evolutionary is informed by the radical knowledge that we live in a dynamic changing, evolving universe instead of a static, fixed, unchanging one. In discipline after discipline stasis is giving way to change, fixity is giving way to flow, form is giving way to process, as a way to describe reality. That may sound abstract, but when it comes to thinking about things like human psychology and cultural development, this understanding is actually quite important. For example, it makes a differences when we begin to realize that this thing we call "human nature" is neither fixed in time nor fixed genetically in our evolutionary history, but is malleable, adaptable, evolvable (to use that term loosely). Too often we imagine life and reality to be fixed and unchanging. I call this the "spell of solidity." Evolutionary thinking is breaking that spell. We're learning so much about how things in nature develop---including us. We're discovering that the future is more open than we had imagined and my book is an exploration of how this insight is transforming our understanding of what it means to be human. "What is evolutionary spirituality? Is this a truly new set of concepts or do some schools of thought, such as Vedanta or Buddhism, already encompass many of the key ideas?"

Evolutionary spirituality is a spiritual perspective based on the knowledge that we live in this evolving cosmos that has gone from hydrogen gas to human beings. In the book, I say that evolutionary spirituality is evolution-inspired, future-oriented, and world-embracing. Most religious traditions, are pre-evolutionary, including Vedanta and Buddhism, and they are not natively oriented this way (though each tradition has exceptions). Of course, nothing is entirely new, and elements of these ideas can certainly be found in the great traditions. Evolutionary spirituality is also a broad term. It varies from more science-based approaches like the "Universe Story" and "Big History" to new forms of philosophy, mysticism and religious theology.

At its essence, evolutionary spirituality is about realizing that evolution is not just happening out there in the universe---in nature, or in our biology---but in our own lives and the lives of our communities. It is connected to the choices we are making to develop and grow, to have more integrity, to understand ourselves and our world more deeply, to expand our own awareness and cognition, to reach for richer, more complex and integrated perspectives, to create novelty and beauty, and to contribute in some small way to the further development of human consciousness and culture. "What inspired you to write your book?"

I wanted to share these powerful ideas with readers. They can change the way we see ourselves, and the possibilities inherent in life. And they can make us think more deeply about science, technology, cultural differences, and our place in this vast cosmos.

Also, some (not all) of these ideas have flourished in the counterculture. There are some good things about that. But the downside is that they have not yet received some of the rigorous disciplining critique that will allow them to develop further. Thoughtful, interesting books can help to change that. "Who are the most important figures in today\'s evolutionary philosophy/spirituality, in your view?"

I feature profiles of many of the thinkers that inspired me in the book, and I hope readers will enjoy learning something about all of them. But rather than promote them here, I would prefer to talk about the founders of evolutionary philosophy/spirituality---individuals like Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Alfred North Whitehead, Jean Gebser, Sri Aurobindo and Henri Bergson. They were all extraordinary pioneers of this evolutionary perspective. And of course, if we are going to talk about evolution as a transformational idea, than we have to just appreciate at least 2 others---Darwin, whose insights brought evolution into the world as a fully scientific idea. And Hegel, whose evolutionary, or proto-evolutionary philosophy, was foundational to so much that came after, and a sign of the cultural sea change that was beginning in his time.

As I spoke to today\'s evolutionaries for the book, these names often surfaced. And there are others as well. An evolutionary may be future-oriented, but this perspective is also about a rich appreciation of the past, of those pioneers whose shoulders we stand on, and whose work we humbly try to take forward in our own time. "Why is the idea of evolution so hard for many people to accept as integral to reality?  Isn\'t evolution simply "change" by another name? And isn\'t change as obvious as the nose on my face?"

I don\'t think most people have trouble with evolution. But there are a minority who do. That is mostly because the way in which evolution was historically introduced into our culture. Almost from the start, evolution was not simply a scientific idea but also an anti-religious idea. In the 19th century, it was a key inflection point in the development of science and in our growing trust of science instead of religion to explain the world to us. And justifiable or not, evolution became historically associated with an atheistic view of the world. Obviously it is still is caught up in that science/religion culture war. Unfortunately, that makes some religious people reflexively reject the idea, not based on its merits or any deep consideration of its truthfulness, but simply based on the assumption that being pro-evolution is inherently the same as being anti-religion, and not even just anti-religion, but anti-meaning, anti-morality, almost anti-human. Of course, I think that\'s unfortunate and unnecessary (even if one is religiously inclined) but it\'s hard to change these historical narratives once they get started. Over time, I expect this anti-evolution narrative will fade. At least we can hope it will. "Who is Pierre Teilhard de Chardin and when did you first become inspired by his work?"

Teilhard de Chardin was a Jesuit priest and paleontologist who lived in the first part of the 20th century. Well known as a scientist for much of his life, he was also a mystical and theological visionary but his writings on that subject were banned by the church. Only after his death were his works published (in the late 50s) and they immediately had a big impact on the Catholic Church (and on Vatican II) and on many people outside the Church as well. In fact, it\'s hard to overstate his impact on culture, even given that many still have never heard of him. His impact on the counterculture of the 1960s and 70s was profound and he continues to be an influential voice that speaks to new generations. I had heard of him but knew very little until I was at a conference in 2000, in which several people were pointing to his work. That led me to read his book of essays, *The Future of Man*, and from there more of his work, which I found quite compelling (his most famous work is called *The Phenomenon of Man*). I have been amazed to learn how many people have been inspired by his writings in so many difference disciplines---scientists, politicians, technologists, philosophers, etc. He was a significant influence to people as diverse as Mario Cuomo, Al Gore, Marshal Mcluhan, Robert Wright, David Sloan Wilson, and many others. "Teilhard\'s idea of the Omega Point is very intriguing to me because it suggests that we are, all of us, in some manner co-creating or manifesting God. Would you agree with this interpretation? And if so, in what time frame do you think the literal creation of God may come about, given the path we\'re on today as a civilization?"

I should say that I don\'t use the word God or think of my own life in theistic terms. But I agree that the suggestion that we are, as you put it "in some manner co-creating or manifesting God" is by far the richest and most compelling theological vision I have come across. This is not just Teilhard but it\'s also in Whitehead as well (also known as Process Philosophy or Process Theology, in its more overtly religious interpretations). However, I've never been that compelled by Teilhard\'s Omega Point notion. And I would never start making predictions and putting predictive timelines on such notions. It\'s all highly speculative. In general, I'm much more persuaded by creative, unwritten, open-ended visions of our evolutionary future. I'm just not much of a believer in determinism, either in scientific forms, technological forms, or theological ones. Of course, who knows, there may be something to it, and it can be interesting to speculate about over a nice bottle of wine, but I don\'t go much beyond that. "You raise in your book an extremely interesting debate that centers on whether the world is an illusion to be transcended, in favor of a deeper reality beyond our normal reality, or whether the world is in fact the place where God manifests as we all work to co-create God. Since you side with the latter view, how should an evolutionary approach and engage with those who believe this realm is to be transcended?"

As you say, I don\'t believe the world is an illusion to be transcended. That doesn\'t mean there are not deeper realities to experience and cognize. Indeed, I appreciate that in certain states of consciousness the world can seem quite ephemeral and transitory. Indeed, all form and worldly activities can seem to become, under the influence of certain practices or perspectives, quite inconsequential. As the popular mystic Eckhart Tolle has said, such things can seem like mere ripples on the surface of the vast ocean of being. That is a legitimate experiential perspective that can reveal interesting insights and illuminate certain truths. But it is not THE truth. Far from it. So I'm not denying such perspectives or those experiences. But I am denying the conclusions that the world is somehow unreal, unimportant or inconsequential. And frankly, a lot of damage can be done by drawing world-denying or in some cases life-denying conclusions from experiential states of being. These are strong words, I know, but a lot of spiritual, religious and mystical teachings traffic unreflectively in this kind of stuff. It can be subtle, but I find it highly problematic. In that sense, I'm much more of a humanist, an evolutionary humanist. "You discuss various "principles of evolution" in your book, including "the spoils of evolution go not to the fastest or the smartest but to those who can find the best relationship between creative individuality and cooperative sociality," "evolution happens at the edges," "stress creates evolution," and "there can be grooves within open processes." I think the enumeration of principles of evolution is the next step for evolutionary theory to explore more fully. Have you written more about principles of evolution elsewhere or can you refer readers to additional thoughts by other writers?"

Yes, I have written in various places about principles like this, but I haven\'t clearly enunciated them anywhere in a simple way. There are many like that in the book as you pointed out, but not actually listed in a simple way. That is my failing. I should be better at putting together "the 7 principles of evolution" or some such. Better marketing is needed! I actually used to do a presentation on a series of 10 such principles, but I'm sure they would all be quite a bit different now. My thinking evolves... "You don\'t discuss the "tautology problem" in your book, but I view this as a serious problem for evolutionary theory today. The basic idea, which I\'ve written about in detail [[here]{.ul}](http://dx.doi.org/10.4161/cib.20581), is that far too much of evolutionary theory depends on circular and tautological constructions of natural selection, adaptation and fitness. An example of tautology is on p. 12 of your book: "Those few features that are adaptive increase the \'fitness\' of an organism, allowing it to better survive and pass on its genes, thereby transferring those same features to the next generation." "Adaptive," "fitness," and "pass on" are all different ways of saying the same thing in your statement, because they\'re mutually interdefined. Do you agree that much of today\'s evolutionary theory is built on shaky ground and that a more full exploration of the observed principles of evolution would help to shore up this foundation?"

This is delicate territory. I think saying we have to be careful of falling into tautologies or even of "just-so' stories as Stephen Jay Gould called some of evolutionary psychology\'s attempt to draw conclusions about how and why things evolved, is different than saying that the theory is on shaky ground. Debating evolutionary mechanisms or principles is different than questioning the larger truth that evolution is happening. I don\'t think there is any questioning that larger truth, given the overwhelming evidence for the fact of evolution itself. With the tautology issue, you get into what are essentially philosophical distinctions about what science is. And then the whole subject is so charged that it becomes very difficult to have rational debates about it all. But I think evolution is clearly established, and Darwin\'s distinction about natural selection has obviously been essential in helping us understand this powerful biological truth. But I also think we are probably still in the early days of truly understanding all of the mechanisms by which evolution occurs. We may look back on our existing understanding as laughably simplistic. There is likely so much more to explore and discover even at the level of biology, not to even get into the cultural questions. But that doesn\'t mean the whole thing is built on a bad foundation.

That being said, I often feel science and scientists could benefit from a more robust philosophical awareness and inquiry. I will add that I'm not the expert in the philosophy of science, and I will need to be for my next book, which will be related to that subject. Much work to do! "A new evolutionary science of cooperation and group selection is emerging more fully in recent years. For example, E. O. Wilson\'s book, The Social Conquest of Earth, focuses on the new science of group selection. Evolutionary theory for much of its history stressed the "red in tooth and claw" vision that seemed to support the more drastic forms of capitalism that have often led to harm in various countries. Now that evolutionary theory is coming around to a more harmonious and cooperative vision of how biological change occurs do you think we\'ll start to see these changes reflected in the meta-narratives that in many ways guide our society\'s progress"

Yes, I think so and that is already happening. But it takes some time for those to work themselves more deeply into culture. Of course, sometimes you see the script just flipping. I've been in circles where people just want to emphasize the cooperative nature of evolution. And they want to completely forget the "red in tooth and claw" part. But we can\'t do that either. Both are relevant and real. We do better by remembering and incorporating both the truth of competition and cooperation into our way of looking at life. "Last, how important do you think these kinds of discussions about ideas are in how societies actually progress? Is it all just intellectuals\' vainglorious attempt to make sense of it all without having any real impact on events on the ground or do meta-narratives and societal values have real impacts?"

That\'s a great question. I actually think they are important. I think ideas are significant and can impact the trajectories of regions, and countries, and I suppose even of the world itself---not in the short term perhaps, but ideas can drive currents of culture and culture can drive events on the ground. Now I don\'t want to overstate the case. Obviously, the world is complex and all kinds of things have a say in our future and in the direction of history. And some ideas have little effect at all. Or they have great temporary effect, but little long-term impact. So it\'s as complex as human culture is. But at the risk of getting lost in hubris, I do think they are important; not immediately so, or dramatically so, but important nonetheless. And the truer they are, the more they describe culture, human experience and reality with some degree of compelling accuracy apropos to the time and place, the more power they have over the long term. Any idea can move people temporarily, but over the long-term more is demanded.

The ideas that drive the scientific revolution were powerful not just because they were adopted by passionate people, but because they spoke to the culture of the time and produced results in the world around us. So, yes, history is often written by the victors, but I'm naïve enough to think it\'s all not just a power play, different narratives seeking power in a dog eat dog marketplace of ideas. I think over time, the more true, the more good, and the more beautiful (to use a philosophical cliché) a set of ideas are in relationship to their own time period in history, the more they answer the questions posed by that cultural space and time, the better off those ideas will fare in culture and the more significance they will ultimately have in shaping society.
